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SUMMARY

The North Vietnamese are flexible but determined. Their flexi--

bility lies in what military ,Lrategy they will pursue and where they

will direct their next thrust. Ti a lesser degree, they also have

some flexibility in their timetable. Whether they should continue

or abandon their struggle does not arise in any of their debate,

certaiLaiy not in public. Even behind closed doors the arguments in

favor of continuing the war, if they bad to be marshalled, are

formidable. They are based on the Confucian upbringing and -ommunist

ideology of Hanoi's leaders, the historical experience of the Viet-

amese and the reluctance of old men in Hanoi to abandon a course

of action tItat has been the mission of their enttre adult lives. The

losses of the Nortb Vietnamese may not be unacceptable to them and

the prize, should they win, is great. Abandoning the war involves

great political risks for Hanoi's leaders individually, and may

involve greater risks for North Vietnam should China decide to continue

its ripport for the war even if North Vietnam decides to quit. What

to do with the North Vietnamese army if the war is abandoned may be

another source of apprehension for Hanoi's leaders. The prospects

for the future are for the North Vietnaiese to continue fighting

somehow, somewhere, and for some time.
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WRI THU NORTH VIETNAMESE KEEP FIGHTING
*

Brian 1. Jenkins

The RANT) Corporation, Santa Monica, California

The public statements of North Vietnam's leaders make one thing

clear -- thp war will be continued. Their belligerent pr9ture may

be more than propaganda designed to dismay their opponents and keep

-prris high at home. Hanoi's apparent determination to go on fight-

ing probably reflects convictions that in their eyes seem correct --

so correct thaL the alternative of not fighting may be inconceivable.

Confucian doctrine permeates the arguments put forth by the

Vietnamese Communists. Terms such as "a just cause," and "legitimate

government," dominate the speech of their leaders. The Vietnamese

Communists firmly believe that they possess the "Mandate of Heaven"

to rule all Vietnam and therefore must emerge victorious eventually.

To abandon the struggle er to accept any other outcome as permanent,

would in their eyes be Immoral, just as our support of a South Viet-

namese goverment which, from Hanoi's point of view, does not possess

the "Madite of Heaven" is immoral. At first, it seems surprising

that the adherents of communism, a political doctrine of recent vrigin,

could at the same time seriously adhere to en ancient political doctrine

such as the "Mandate of Heaven." Are comuvnists not modernists rather

than traditionalists?

In the case of Vietnam, the answer is no. In Vietnam, the

communists often appear more traditionalists than their opponents.

The 'orkers Party of Vietmnam" -- the Communist Party -- is led not

by men and women who come from the workers' class but rather by the

descendents of Confucian scholars, many of whom participated in the

traditionalist and pro-monarchist resistance movements against the

Any views expresseo in this peaper are those of t. author. They
should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation
or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private
research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation as a
courtesy to members of its staff.
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French in the late nineteenth century. Ho Chi Minh himself was the

soa of a Confucian scholar who served the emperor as !i minor mandarin.

So are Pham Van Dong, North Vietnam's prime minister, General Vo Nguyen

Giap, ita defense minister, and Xuan Thuy, Hanoi's chief negotiator in

Paris, the sons cf Confucian scholars. Nguyen Thi Binh, the chief

delegaze of the Provisional Revolutionary Government, is the grand-

daughter of a famous Vietnamese poet and scholar who led demonstrations

against the French shortly after World War I.

The "Mandate of HeaTen" is the right to rule which is conferred

upon a man, a group of men, or a party, by heaven. It has been the

source of political legitimacy claimed by all Chinese and Vietnamese

emperors. According to the Vietnamese Communists, the "Mandate of

Heaven" was passed on to them by Bao Dai, the last emperor of Vietnam.

in 1945 when he willingly gave his ceremonial sal and sword to the

representatives of Ho Chi Minh. From the moment of this transfer,

the struggle waged by the Viet Minh and its successors, the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front, was a moral

right and a duty, and to challenge it is imoral. Possesalon of the

"Mandate of Heaven" guarantees eventual victory, just as the commu-

nist interpretation of history guarantees the inevitable victory of

communist ideology. Since the Vietnamese Ccinunists believe they

have the "Mandate of Heaven," they must believe hey will win.

To accept defeat would be to accept that the "Mandate of Heaven" does

not work; it would compromise the philosophy upon which Hanoi's lealers

have based their entire lives.

With the "Mandate of Heaven" to legitimatize their struggle, the

Vietnamese Comunists must also possess a proper strategy to win the

war. The strategy they pursue comes from their own history. It

suggests that the present war will be long. Usually faced with enemies

who were vastly superior in numbers, such as the Chinese, or vastly

superior in technology such as the French and the Americans, the

Vietnamese developed the only resources they had: a terrain suitable

For a Vlt-..amese interpretation of the "Mandate of Heaven" and
its possession by the Communists, see Tran Van Dinh, "The Other Side
of the Table," The Washington MonthZy, January 1970.
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for resistance warfare, a tenacious people, and tv e. The way that

the Vietnamese have won wars throughout their own history was by

fighting for a much longer time than their opponents thought possib:e.

According to our conventional view of _rfare, two aimies engage in

a series of battles which one side wins and the other side loses;

rether than incur further losses, the losing side accepts the outcome

and sues for peace. But if the losing side ignores its losses (and if

the winners somehow are prevented from inflicting further punishment),

this concept is negated. The winning side is deprived of victory in

its classic sense. In that case, the winning side must keep on

winning -- a costly undertaking -- until a point is reached at whichi

the winning side judges it unreasonable to incur further losses itself.

Not having the tenacity of its Vietnamese opponents, it withdraws.

Tenacity is the quality with which the Vietnamese win their wars.

They successfully resisted seven attempts by the Chinese to occupy

their territory. Their resistance struggle against the Mongols lasted

thirty-one years during which they alternately pursued a strategy of

fighcing end negotiating. The --sistance campaign led by the emperor

Le Loi ir the fifteenth century lasted for ten years. Le Loi's ten-

year campaign may provide some clues to understanding the current

situation. After four years of fighting, Le Loi launched a series

of disastrous attacks on the Chinese which nearly destroyed his army.

To prevent further deterioration of his situation, he ;retended to

sue for peace and thus obtained a truce which allowed him to withdraw

his troops and rebuild his strength. Two years later, he la..ached

his army in a surprise attack on the Chinese forces and after four

years of continued fighting, cht Chinese themselves finally sued for

peace. The French ran into z similar problem. As the Vietnamese arp

fond of pointing out, it took the French seventy-one years to

pacify Vietnam. The war to throw out the French lasted eight.

Anti-French resistance movements continued in one part of the
country or another almost ontinuously from i859, when the Frencli
first lande, at Saigon, tc 1930 when a widespread nationalir: revolt
was suppressed.
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The communists have skillfully attached Vietnam's tradition of

tenacious warfare to their own struggle. During the war against the

French, the Viet Minh named their military campaigns after heroes of

earlier resistance campaigns against the Chinese. Military authors

in North Vietnam continue to hold up thp ancient heroes as examples

meaningful in the curreut struggle.

the tenaity oi the Vietnamese was noL confined to wars of resist-

ance against foreign invaders. An earlier attempt by North Vietnam to

bring Iouth Vietnam under its control produced a war in the seventeenth

century that lasted forty-3ix years. The Vietnamese conquest of the

ancient kingdom of Champa tcok several centuries " complete. Ho Chi

Minh's claim that the Vietnamese would continue to fight for another

fifteen to twenty years, longer if necessary, was no idle boast. He

was describing a strategy which has proven successful in the past,

and whic. Hanoi's present leaders may regard as the only way they can

An the current war.

The notion that North Vietnam's enormous losses of men must cause

it to abandon its efforts in the near future should be examined care-

fully. These losses, while enormous, are not insupportable. According

to our own figures, the enemy (both the North Vietnmese and the Viet

Cong) have lost slightly over 600,000 men since the war began.

General Giap, in a somt-hat dubious interview, openly admitted

last year -o having lost a half-million men. Whether this

was actually true, and if so, whether out of bravado he was

",king the point that even if North Vietnam did lose a half-

million men the struggle wouk not be abandoned, we do not know.

Nor are ue cartal., how many of the 600,000 man lost were Viet Cong

(subtracted from south Vietnan's population) or regulars from North

Vietnam. If we assume that the figure of 600,000 enemy dead is

roughly corre-ct, and that one-half of these weare North Vietnamese,

then the net .%s to North Vietnam was 300,000 dead over a period of

five years, the bulk of which were killed in the costly offensives

Interview with General Giap by Oriana Fallaci, The Wahigtqon
Post, April 6. 1969.



of 1968 and early 1969. The enemy currently loses about 2,000 men

each week in South Vietnam. Since one-half to three-quarters of the

enemy's forces in South Vietnam are reported to be North Vietnamese,

we can assume something like an annual loss of 50,000 to 75,000 men

to Nortl Vietnam, or no more than 3/4 of one percent of its total

male population. Becaube of its high birth rate, North Vietnam's

population is estfiaated to increase at 3.6 per-ent a year. Thus,

aithough these calculations are admittedly crude, the belief that

North Vietnam will at some point run out of men to send into battle

seems unwarranted.

Of course, there are other types of attrition, the most significant

militarily being the attrition of trained cadis. One cannot say with

any certainty how many of its combat leaders North Vietnam is losing,

nor how quickly it can replace them. The possibility also exists that

North Vietnam could be losing its young men faster than it can replace

them which accounts for some recent reports of very young North Viet-

namese soldiers. Still, North Vi-tnam ha'K ept the war going for five

years so far (since 1964 when North Vietnam began infiltrating its

own men in large numbers), and if the pressure gets too great, North

Vietnam can reduce its military activities and thereby cut fts losses.

Sin i the enemy has considerable ability to initiate battles or avoid

them, as he desaires, he has mc-e control over the rate at which he

loses men than we do.

Actually, the burden of continuing the war seems to be greater on

Soath Vietnam than it is on North Vietnam. So,.th Vietnam'-i need to

defend the entire country requires more men than the enemy needs to

attack at points he selectt. And South Vietnam, with a style of war-

fare learned from us and a maller population than North Vietnam, rjust

field an army more than twice the site of North Vietn&a' armed forces.

In addition, recruits for the Viet Cong are drawn out of the same pool

of able-bodied men as the army of Sovith Vietnam. South Vietnam must

suffer the losses it inflicts on the native Viet Cong as well as those

inz-'ied in the forces on the government side. Ahe civilians killed

in the war further drain South Vietnam's population. The burden on the

South Vietnamese population, hiwever, is not only the n,.mber of casu-

alties, but the enormous mi - of its armed establishment. One out of
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every eight m,- is a soldier. Already the mass:.ve mobilization of

South Vietnam's manpower has caused grave social and economic problems

in the south.

Economically and militarily, Eorth Vietnam will be able to continue

the war as long as China and the Soviet Union continue to underwr:te

its economy and provide it with the materiel it needs for its arwy.

They both have agreed to do so for at least another year. While details

of the most recent trade and assistance agreements were not spelled out,

China will continue to give North Vietnam nonrefundable economic and

military assistance in 1970, while the Soviet Union promised to provide

fertilizer, machinery, food, meuical supplies, vehicles and, most

importantly, arms and ammunition. In addition, the Soviet Union also

granted North Vietnam long-term credits to rebuild its economy which

had been disrupted by the bombing. Arriving in Peking, which i

reported to favor proracted war in Vietnam, to negotiate the 1970

aid agreements, Hanoi's delegates received a noticeably warmer reception

than the previous year. Both governments gave much publicity to Sino-

Vietnamese solidarity, also a contrast to the previous year.

There may be An element of coercion in China's support of North

Vietnam's ambitions in Indochina. China may now tegard North Vietnam

as a convenent vehicle for advancing its own !esign* in Southeast

Asia; at the very least, it has proven a cheap method of keeping US.

military power tied down. But if North Vieznam should tire of its

role, there remains the pos. 'blity that China will still continue its

support for tne Viet Cong w-,- may yet prove more bellicose than the

North 'ietrimese. By now. the Viet Cong that are still fighting have

little to lose by continuing Zhe war, and a lifetime of effort to lose

if they quit. The particularly wsrz reception and special considera-

Lions nhown to the representativas of the National Liberaticn Front

when they visited Peking, an even warmer ieception than that r.celved

by Hanoi's representatives themrielves, may hAve causer-, the North

Vietnamese to wonder if the Chinese had intentions of picking up the

strings of thy Nationa' Liberation Front, if Hanoi itself wre to

droP them. The Chinege road-building activities in nortnern Laos,

perc lved by som to be the beginnings of a long thrust into Laos and
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Cambodia, the weakest spot in the ring of anti-Chinese governmentb

that line Chins's periphery, lands some credence to this theory. A

road from China through northern Leos could eventuall~y link up some-

where with the Ho Chi Minh Troil aad thus provide China a way of

continuing its support of the Viet Cong in case North Viet-Lam quits.

North Vietnam's historic relationship with Ch1-ina includes both a

willingness to follow China's lead and a fear of the C ,inese as tradi-

tional enemies of the Vietnamese. North Vietnam is likely to do nothing

that would Increase Chinese influence in North Vietnam or with the

Via Cong. Thus, North Vier %am, even if it d.'d, wish to quit, couid

find itself dragged along by th( Viet Cong and nudgeLL by China.

The prize is great. To dominate the Southeast Asian mainland,

or more specifically, the territory once enccmponaed in French Indo-

china,is an abition of many Vietwaese natior-tlista, northern and

southerrA, comsniat or not. A Vietnaa~ese paper claimed in 1939, "We

will have thes spact we need. . .. Oue day Indochina will no longer

be a colsw~i-'n of separate and distiuct countries, but A single

country impre;2.ated with Vietnamese blood, lnspired by Vietnames~e

dynnaim andi power of action," A Vietnamese-dowinated Indochina,

with a total population, of some fifty million, would easily be the

dominant power on the poninsuLa, and given the industriousness that

the Vietnamese samm to possess, it could easily become the domirant

power of Sautheast Asia. Rxpansion for N4 rth Vietnam may be more than

julst a dream. Considering North Vietnam's rapidly growing popuiation

and lack of availAble ricalsod, excpansion may appeor LO Hanoi's leaders

as an economic necessity. In suggesting ,hot the North Vietnamese

give up t~te war and rm'in within fteir present border*, one shoulcl

ask vhat else w.ould they *i%,* vp ',y doing to. TI-ey would give up a

great deal.

In his W~ill, lB Chi 1(irnh, *.o himself had 'o%. ht fcr foar decades,

arled his countryman t-. continue the ,mr. Ito C'hi Mainh died a zan

veneratod by all his people. Who among Hanoi's present leaderq woulk4

risk the betrayal of Ho rhi Kizh by tiuggesting that the war now the

abandoned or even .ostporned? In the current struggle fer pover among

North. Vietnam's leaers, no man has yet attaine2 sufficient c',Pntrcl
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ever the party and government to bring about such a dramatic reversal

of policy evei if he so desired. As long as the power remains diffused

in a collective leadership, Hanoi is likely to continue the war. This

d,...s not inean, of course, that if one undisputed heir to Ho Chi Minh

should emerge, he woule use his powers to end the war. The war -ill

continue by itself unless an effort were made to stop it and such an

effort would be full of political risks. What we do not seem to realizc.

is that "losiug" a war may be polit'dlly as unacceptrble -- or even

more so -- for North Vietnam's leadership as for our own. Postponement,

with some commitment to future action, probably is the moat that a-v

Ncrth Vietnamese leader could obtain if that leader, If indeed the

collective leadership, were to survive.

Hanoi's leaders are not likely , be ', lling to ev,'u postpone

the struggle for a long time. They are for the most part old men.

The average age of the ruling politburo membea is sixty-one. To

postpone the struggle for five or ten years may, for many of them,

be to abandon hope of e'er seeing victory. Old age and rigidity of

viaws are not always coincident, but these particular old men have

spent all of their adult lives fighting. Many of them spent years

living in caves during the war against the Frer-h, and they continued

to fight under th most adverse circums'ances. The present politburo

is made up of the survivors of the struggle against the French, those

who kept fighting vhec others quit, and who sav their determination

rewarded with the withdrawal of the French.

The present leadership of North Vietnam might not survi',e a

e-zision to stop the war. Assuming they survived the pro-war pressures

in Hanoi and whatever pressures China might choose to bring against

them, North Vietnam "wouCJ siill have che problem of what to do with its

ovn army. Some observers already have observed the possibilities of

divergent views within the military leadership of North Vietnam; for

example, the conrti~neu rivalry between General Vo Nguyen Giap and

Le Duan is 63; Truong Chinh, 62; Pham Van Dong, 64; Pham h ng,
.8, Vo Nguyen Giap, 53; Le Duc Tho, 60; Nguyen Duy Trinh, 60; Le
Thanh Nghi, 59; and Hoang Van Hoan, 65.
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General Truong Chinh over how the war should be fought, and potentiai

splits between the lower echelon field officers who have done the bulk

of fighting in the south and the senior staff officers wh. remained

in the north. For the past four or five years, one-fourth to one-

third of North Vietnam's army h.-s reuvained outside of the country,

sustaining casualitiss and putting up with hardships that those in

Hanoi did not have to suffer, with the exception of the period during

the bombing. North Vietnam's leaders may not be thrilled at the

prospect of bringing this army homa -- in defeat!

While victory in the south may seem more remote to Hanoi now than

it ever has, there remain powerful arguments to cntinue fighting.

This does not exclude considerable flexibility as to how to continue

the fighting -- whether by protracted guerrilla warfare, by launchiL,;

perio.iic devastating but debilitating offensives, or by some combina-

tion of both. Nor does Ranc i's determination to continue the fighting
negate flexibility as to where to fight. South Vietnam probably will

remain the ulcimate prize, but both Laos and Cambodia, the latter

especially so since the overthrow of Sihanouk, are fields of endeavor

for an army that must be kept busy and battle-ready. Nor does deter-

mination to continue negate some flexibility with regard to time.

A postponement of the fighting, or more likely, a scaling down of the

fighting for one or tw- years would allow North Vietnam to rest and

rebuild, the Americans to tire of their own president, and anti-war

pressure in the United States to build up again. Postponement has its

risks, too, foremost among them the worry that South Vietnam's government

will be able to consolidate its power, and the Viet Cong infrastructure,

believed to be a requisite to North Vietnamese military activities in

the south, may be destroyed. That, however, is an argument between

those who advocate some form of offensive in the near future and those

whc would risk waiting a year or two. That the war should be carried

on is not a part of the debate. In Hanoi, it may not yet be a debat-

able issue, if it ever will be!

This possibility is raised b) William S. Turley, "Civil-Military
Relations in North Vietnam," Asian -urvey, Vol. IX, No. 12, December
1969, pp. 878-899.


